Claudio Bellini (1963) architect, designer and art director, lives and works in Milan where he
graduated in Architecture and Industrial Design from the renowned university Politecnico di Milano.
His strong fascination with creativity roots back to his early childhood years, growing up with his
father Mario Bellini who is a pioneer of contemporary design.

In 1996 he established CLAUDIO BELLINI; a Milan based multidisciplinary design studio shaped by
a deep understanding of design process. This was the turning point of his career as he built his own
distinctive brand. The core of his design approach considering the demands of growing global
markets is based on the harmony of beauty and efficiency.

His innovative approach contributes to original and significant projects with leading worldwide
companies from office furniture (Frezza - Steelcase) to product ( Barazzoni - Tele2), automotive
(Fiat auto) and home furniture (Walter Knoll - Pedrali - Natuzzi Italia). As a trendsetter within several
fields of design over the last two decades, he was honored with many international design awards
including Red Dot, IF, and Good Design.

Today CLAUDIO BELLINI studio, with their widened standing point, focuses on the entire user
environment by offering comprehensive art directions consultancies on creative fields to his
international clients, including graphic design, interior design and architecture, to provide
remarkable corporate identity.

His global vision and capability of understanding the dynamics of various cultures and markets supported by a talented multinational team - expanded the studio with over hundred clients from Far
East to America and brought recognition as one of the most influential European design practises all
around the world.

He always has the passion to pass his knowledge to the young generations by giving conferences
all around the world and by being a professor in furniture design at Genova University for several
years.

By the time of progress, Claudio Bellini evolved as a famed designer, but he kept his curiosity that
allows him to be enthusiastic about every phase of design process. He has an open-minded
attitude, combined with a peculiar sensibility for different culture and historical heritage. Describing
Claudio Bellini with his own words “Now, I am a world citizen with an Italian soul”.

